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ABSTRACT
From ca. 50 to 20 ka, Summer Lake, Oregon, rose and fell in
tune with North Atlantic interstadial and stadial climatic oscillations,
respectively. This record exhibits the complete morphology of the
North Atlantic millennial-scale climate-change signal including
Dansgaard-Oeschger oscillations, Heinrich events, and Bond cycles.
The phase relationship of these climate change records (high Summer Lake during warm North Atlantic; low during cold) is demonstrated at millennial-scale resolution by the relative positions of
the Mono Lake and Laschamp paleomagnetic excursions in these
records. These results, in conjunction with comparisons of historical
climate records, also presented here, imply a direct temporal connection at the subcentury scale between the North Atlantic and the
northwestern Great Basin via an atmospheric teleconnection.
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INTRODUCTION
The communication of late Quaternary millennial-scale climate
change throughout the Northern Hemisphere has been recognized in previous studies (Phillips et al., 1994; Clark and Bartlein, 1995; Mikolajewicz
et al., 1997; Oviatt, 1997; Benson, 1999; Hendy and Kennett, 1999; Kienast and McKay, 2001). Of the studies focusing on lake records of North
America, none has established a clear correspondence with the full spectrum of variations observed in the archetypal millennial-scale climate record from the North Atlantic for time intervals prior to the last glacial
maximum (ca. 20 ka) (e.g., Benson, 1999, and references therein).
Here we present a new record of lake-level change from the Summer Lake basin, a subbasin of pluvial Lake Chewaucan located in the
northwesternmost portion of the Great Basin (Fig. 1). As we demonstrate in the following, this record is strikingly similar to the millennialscale climate record from Greenland ice cores and is dated well enough
to establish an unambiguous phase relationship between wet and dry
climate in the northwest Great Basin and warm and cool temperatures
in the North Atlantic region. Furthermore, we show that this relationship may be active today.
MILLENNIAL-SCALE LAKE-LEVEL HISTORY FOR THE
SUMMER LAKE BASIN FROM ca. 50 TO 20 ka
Previous low-resolution paleoclimate studies from Summer Lake,
Oregon, have shown that relative lake level can be approximated using
rapidly measured parameters that determine the relative concentration
of (titano)magnetite (Roberts et al., 1994; Cohen et al., 2000; Negrini
et al., 2000). These earlier works demonstrated that magnetite was the
dominant magnetic mineral and that its concentration varied sympathetically with independent indicators of lake level based on lithology,
sedimentary structures, palynology, ostracode paleontology, and geochemistry. For example, Negrini et al. (2000) found strong correspondence between high concentrations of total organic carbon (TOC) and
low magnetite concentrations, which are concurrent with high silt/clay
ratios indicating low lake level. Furthermore, low concentration of
magnetite can be largely attributed to magnetite dissolution due to ox-

idative decomposition of organic matter during periods of high productivity (e.g., Snowball, 1993; Negrini et al., 2000; Lanci et al., 2001).
In this study we apply the same technique on a high-resolution
record obtained from the ‘‘Bed and Breakfast’’ (B&B) core taken from
the Summer Lake depocenter (42848927.00N; 120846956.40W). The
B&B core contains 12 m of clay-rich silts deposited between ca. 50
and 20 ka (Negrini et al., 2000). The more recent sediments are missing
due to deflation initiated ca. 20 ka by the diversion of the Chewaucan
River into a neighboring subbasin (Davis, 1985). Each of the 344 samples taken from this core spanned ;1.9 cm of depth and was separated
from adjacent samples by an interval of ;3.4 cm. Thus, the magnetite
concentration of each sample represents a 40–50 yr average and is
separated from the adjacent sample by an interval of 80–90 yr.
The three most commonly used estimates of magnetite concentration (isothermal remanent magnetization [IRM], magnetic susceptibility [k], and anhysteretic remanent magnetization [ARM]) (Thompson
and Oldfield, 1986; Peck et al., 1994) are plotted versus depth for the
B&B core in Figure 2. These results exhibit three repetitions of a distinct, sawtooth-shaped cycle with a wavelength of ;4 m. Several shorter (;0.5–1.0 m) wavelength features are also evident. The shapes of
each repetition of the sawtooth-shaped waveform resemble the repetitions of the Bond cycle found between Heinrich events H5 and H2,
both in ice core (e.g., the GISP2 d18O temperature proxy; GISP2—
Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2) and marine climate records from the
North Atlantic region (Bond et al., 1993; Grootes et al., 1993; Broecker, 1994). Assuming a correspondence between these low-frequency
features, we assigned GISP2 ages to their boundaries (Fig. 3). In this
procedure we also tuned the record so that the shorter wavelength
oscillations in IRM correlated to each Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) oscillation according to each of the latter’s respective position in each repetition of the Bond cycle (e.g., IS 8 appears immediately after H4). This

Figure 1. Location of Summer Lake relative to Greenland Ice Sheet
Project 2 (GISP2) ice core site. Also shown is region of North
Pacific (NP) used in calculation of NP Index of atmospheric pressure (Trenberth and Hurrell, 1994).
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exercise predicts a high-resolution chronology for the B&B record shown
by the solid line in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Magnetic concentration parameters for Summer Lake
B&B core. Boundaries of repetitions of long-wavelength cycle
discussed in text are shown at right. Magnetite concentration for
all parameters and, hence, lake level increase to the right. IRM,
isothermal remanent magnetization; k, magnetic susceptibility;
ARM, anhysteretic remanent magnetization.

TESTING THE CORRELATION MODEL WITH
INDEPENDENT AGE CONTROL
A chronology for the B&B core, ostensibly precise at the century
scale, is predicted by the correlation model shown in Figure 3. This
model is supported by the following independent evidence, discussed
in order of increasing resolution.
In support of multimillennial-scale chronology, 14C dates on ostracodes from the B&B sediments and 14C and thermoluminescence (TL)
dates associated with the Wono and Mount St. Helens Cy tephra layers
are plotted along with the predicted chronology in Figure 4. Five of the
radiocarbon dates shown in Figure 4 are new and all are on ostracodes
from the B&B core. The laboratory numbers, and ages before calibration,
are as follows: Beta-66318/CAMS-9253 (33 350 6 400 B.P.), Beta74796/CAMS-15022 (38 440 6 1060 B.P.), Beta-74797/CAMS-15023
(40 250 6 1290 B.P.), Beta-74798/CAMS-15024 (41 030 6 1430 B.P.),
and Beta-66319/CAMS-9254 (37 610 6 690 B.P.). These dates clearly
support our assignment of each sawtooth-shaped variation in the level
of Summer Lake to particular repetitions of the Bond cycle.
With regards to the millennial-scale precision of the chronology,
first we note that the 14C and TL dates are not precise enough to
support the hypothesis of low lake levels in phase with D-O stadials.
We can, however, support this hypothesis at least during the Mono
Lake and Laschamp excursions by temporally correlating the B&B
core record of these events with their expression in the Greenland ice
cores (Fig. 3). Intervals of anomalously low inclination during both of
these excursions fall within intervals of low paleomagnetic intensity
(e.g., Coe and Liddicoat, 1994; Benson et al., 1998), which correspond
to peaks in 36Cl concentration observed in Greenland ice cores (Wagner

Figure 3. Correlation model of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM)–based lake-level proxy from Summer Lake B&B core
with North Atlantic region temperature proxy from Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) ice core. Paleomagnetic inclination
record from B&B core is also shown. Ages are in calendar years and are based on GISP2 chronology (Meese et al., 1994).
Locations of interstadial halves of Dansgaard-Oeschger oscillations (IS) and Heinrich events (H) are indicated. Bond cycle is
outlined in both paleoclimate records with bold dashed lines. Inclination lows associated with Laschamp (LE) and Mono Lake
(MLE) excursions are shown, as are locations of Wono ash and Mount St. Helens (MSH) Cy tephra. Time spans containing
inclination lows are indicated by gray boxes near right time scale. Black boxes show time spans containing 36Cl peaks found in
Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) ice core that have been attributed to intensity lows associated with two excursions (Wagner
et al., 2000a, 2000b). Tephra correlations were discussed in Negrini et al. (2000).
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Figure 4. Independent age control for Summer Lake B&B
core. Chronology for B&B core is based on correlation model of Figure 3 and is depicted by solid line. Solid circles
denote 14C-based ages, all of which are on ostracodes from
B&B core, except for that associated with Wono ash (Benson et al., 1997). Open circle is thermoluminescence (TL)
data point on Mount St. Helens Cy ash layer (Berger and
Busacca, 1995). 14C-based ages were corrected for variable
production rates according to method of Laj et al. (1996).
Correction of 1613 6 508 yr was subtracted from 14C ages
for reservoir effects. This correction value corresponds to
average age of modern carbonates measured in Mono Lake
(Benson et al., 1990). We assumed that this reservoir correction was also applicable at Summer Lake because Wono
tephra layer in B&B core projects onto Mono Lake paleomagnetic inclination record at same age as that measured
for ash (Benson et al., 1997, 1998).

et al., 2000a, 2000b). In particular, the inclination low for the Mono
Lake excursion and the corresponding zone of high 36Cl concentration
in the ice-core record are both contained completely within the lowlake (stadial) event between interstadials (IS) 6 and 7. This strongly
suggests that the Summer Lake and Greenland ice-core records are
temporally phase locked (Fig. 3); more specifically, Summer Lake rises
during North Atlantic interstades and vice versa. We also note that our
findings are consistent with the occurrence of a highstand event during
the Bølling interstadial in the nearby ZX basin, a subbasin of pluvial
Lake Chewaucan (Licciardi, 2001).
We note that other studies that have correlated high-resolution
records to the ice-core records based on strikingly similar morphology
(e.g., Hendy and Kennett, 1999) have argued that their correlations are
precise to the multidecadal scale represented by the typical sample,
particularly in the vicinity of rapid transitions. We support a similar
presumption of multidecadal precision for the B&B correlation model
with independent evidence (Fig. 5) showing that climates in the Summer Lake and North Atlantic regions have been in phase during historic
times at a multidecadal time scale. Figure 5 presents a comparison of
historic data sets that include analogs for the paleoclimate data of Figure 3. The top set of data consists of the same d18O temperature proxy
from the GISP2 ice core (Stuiver and Grootes, 2000). The second set
consists of precipitation data spatially averaged over Oregon climate
zones 5 and 7 by the National Climatic Data Center (Oregon Climate
Service, 2001). Summer Lake is located at the boundary of these climate zones. This figure also includes the North Pacific (NP) Index and
the Pacific Circulation Index (PCI). The NP Index is the atmospheric
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Figure 5. Comparison of North Atlantic region temperatures (diamonds) with precipitation in Summer Lake region (squares) and
two indices of North Pacific (NP) storm intensity: NP Index of
atmospheric pressure (solid circles) and Pacific Circulation Index (triangles). See text for description of data points.

pressure (Trenberth and Hurrell, 1994) spatially averaged over the
North Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1) in the region associated with the Aleutian
low, an important atmospheric phenomenon associated with storm activity in the northern Great Basin (Houghton, 1969). The PCI, also
related to the Aleutian Low, reflects the strengths of westerly and
southwesterly winds from the Pacific (King et al., 1998); when strong,
these winds appear to increase the likelihood that moisture-bearing
storms will move into eastern Oregon, generally from the southwest,
from October to June (Sneva and Calvin, 1978). The ordinate axes of
these indices are inverted so that upward trends reflect greater storm
activity. All data sets are averaged over 40 yr intervals, which is about
the same interval over which the paleoclimate data from Summer Lake
are averaged (Figs. 2 and 3). The time interval starts at the earliest
year for which precipitation data are available and ends at the latest
40 yr interval for which ice-core data are available. Assuming that local
precipitation is closely related to the level of Summer Lake, we conclude that the close correspondence of the top two data sets is strong
evidence for the multidecadal synchronicity of North Atlantic region
temperatures and moisture levels in the Summer Lake area during the
historical period. Because the NP Index and the PCI correlate with the
upper two data sets, it appears that variations in storm activity in the
North Pacific play a strong role in the aforementioned synchronous
relationship, thereby supporting the results of earlier studies calling for
hemisphere-scale atmospheric teleconnections.
CONCLUSIONS
Our analyses demonstrate that Summer Lake rose and fell in phase
with the full array of millennial-scale oscillations between interstadial
and stadial conditions in the Northern Atlantic region between Heinrich
events 5 and 2 (Fig. 3). Furthermore, this relationship appears to exist
today, although at a much more subdued level than during the late
Pleistocene, perhaps reflecting the correspondingly lower amplitude of
change in historic climates (Fig. 5).
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Previous works have proposed that a migrating polar jet stream
induced by changes in the size of the Laurentide ice sheet is one possible mechanism for a connection between North Atlantic millennialscale climate change and lake level in the Great Basin (Oviatt, 1997;
Benson, 1999). Our results demonstrate that teleconnected ocean and
atmosphere conditions between the North Atlantic and the North Pacific may be sufficient for climate change in the Great Basin at millennial-scale and higher frequencies. Thus, dramatic changes in the size
of the Laurentide ice sheet may not be necessary for high-frequency
climate changes like D-O oscillations. In particular, the historic data
shown in Figure 5, which are not influenced by Laurentide ice sheet
dynamics, imply a teleconnection where an increase in Summer Lake
precipitation of ;30 mm/yr corresponds to a change in GISP2 d18O
of ;0.70‰. Assuming that this relationship is scaled linearly, the millennial-scale, high-amplitude d18O changes that characterized late
Pleistocene millennial-scale climate change would correspond to northwestern Great Basin precipitation changes on the order of 250–300
mm/yr. This value is consistent with precipitation estimates for this
region during this time implied by the appearance of Whitebark Pine
at low elevations during pluvial maxima (Wigand and Nowak, 1992;
Thompson et al., 1999, p. 82, 205).
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